SAFETY SPOT

With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer

SILENCE ISN’T
GOLDEN

Bird-song is great but you don’t want to be hearing it whilst flying a
powered aircraft – what happens when all goes quiet up front?
s always, welcome to Safety Spot,
I hope that you are well. I will
admit to feeling pretty good this
morning as I sit down to write this
month’s Safety Spot. I actually
had my breakfast with the back door open to
the elements, a first for 2014. I even turned
the radio down so that I could better listen to
a very musical blackbird who seems to have
commandeered a section of the hedge at
the bottom of our garden. The last month or
so has seen his repertoire of short cadenzas
increase, although to date, his beautiful
phrasing hasn’t wooed a partner. It’s such a
lovely sound I almost hope he doesn’t find
a mate this year… he’d be too busy looking
after his chicks to be thinking about singing!
But I mustn’t be selfish.
In the last, or perhaps the last but one
Safety Spot, I can remember moaning that
I was surrounded by broken things – the

A

engine on the boat, lawnmower woes and
an intermittent coil issue on the bike… did
I mention the shed roof? Well, nose to the
grindstone, I have now managed to fix
everything, which is another reason to feel a
bit better about things!
So, what’s happening in the LAA’s
continuing airworthiness world? A number
of you were reminded of occasions when
they’d come across unexpected items within
an airframe by the picture of the screwdriver
dangerously left near flying controls, in
last month’s Safety Spot. In the aircraft
engineering world we call this FOD, which
stands for Foreign Object Debris. You’ll
see that I’ve included a couple of the more
unusual finds. Thanks to all those who wrote
and sent in their pictures.
Regular visitors to the LAA Engineering
section on the LAA’s website will note that
we’ve put up a couple of new alerts. You’ll

know about one of them as the subject
featured in the May Safety Spot, it relates
to the disturbing finding of a cracked main
wing attachment bolt on a Tipsy Nipper; this
alert system provides a gateway to some of
the documentation surrounding an event or
incident. In this case it offers the opportunity
to download the Airworthiness Information
Leaflet (AIL) we’ve issued requiring Nipper
owners to check their wing attachments
(LAA/MOD/025/003 Issue 1). Thus far
incidentally, members and inspectors haven’t
found anything amiss within our fleet of 34
aircraft which is, naturally, good news.
Thanks to all of you who sent me their
thoughts on the subject by letter and email;
it’s all good bed-time reading… OK sad, but
if you’re into something, you’re into it! LAA’er
and Sky Arrow owner, John Goodale sent
me his thoughts as to why the fracture face
on this bolt might be oval; his idea was that

LAA’er Stuart Garton’s lovely Kolb Twinstar (foreground). As you can see, there’s not much distance between the pilot’s bottom and
the ground in this design so he was fortunate that he chose a good landing area when the engine failed recently. When the engine was
dismantled it was found that the flywheel had come away from the crank, a reoccurring problem that we thought had been solved.
(Photo: LAA Library)
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A Jabiru engine showing the general architecture of the rear
accessory housing of a Jabiru 2200. I’m a fan of this engine and I
know that this view is shared by many. Notice the direct-mounted
flywheel assembly to which the alternator rotor (note the
circumferential magnets) is attached; the two distributor bases sit
below. In this photo the lugs are still visible (one screw is in place
just to hold the assembly together). (Photo: Gary Cotterell)

“A straightforward engine
failure isn’t formally a reportable
incident, but it doesn’t mean that
you shouldn’t let us know”
hydrogen embrittlement may have played its
part in starting the failure during the plating
process. John explains. “The bolt, being
special and quite long, would probably
have been held in the plating vat by means
of twisted wire under the head. Nascent
hydrogen would have had a chance to
accumulate at the contact points of the wire
which would give rise to the oval shape of
the incursion since the wrapped wire usually
does not touch all-round the shank. Also the
wire would not have been right up against the
head except at its outer perimeter.”
It may be that we’ll have to ‘up issue’ this AIL
to provide a link for a UK CAA Mandatory Permit
Directive shortly, as Design Engineers in the
CAA’s new GA unit are concerned that overseas
Nipper flyers (often less well supported) may
not be aware that we’ve discovered a problem
on a UK machine. At the time of writing, the final
decision about this hasn’t been made.

The other alert concerns problems with the
Dynon heated pitot tubes, although it should
be said that we’ve not had any negative issues
reported to us by LAA owners concerning this
device. The alert points members to a recent
Technical Service Bulletin (TSB), issued by
Dynon, asking owners, and I’ll quote them
because the request is, well, just a little
ambiguous. ‘Aircraft equipped with a Dynon
Avionics Heated AOA/Pitot probe should
operate as if the aircraft is equipped with an
Unheated AOA/Pitot probe.’ Hmmm, lawyerspeak if you ask me.
Anyway, LAA aircraft, not being permitted to fly
at night or in Instrument Flight Conditions, mean
that these higher level instrument fits are a niceto-have option in the day/VFR environment, but
must never be considered absolutely necessary.
This, in-turn, means that this TSB really directs
LAA owners not to switch the heating element
on… more about this later. For now.

Stuart’s engine stopped because the flywheel attachment screws failed, allowing the
flywheel to come loose on the dowels. The engine stopped immediately as the ignition
timing was compromised. Jabiru requires the bolts to be checked every 200 hours;
these failed just short of this time (196 hours). Service experience is showing that a bolt
tension check is not a useful exercise as the use of loctite effectively sticks a broken
screw in place well enough to fool a torque spanner. Personally I think that, bearing
in mind the cost of repairing an engine if these inexpensive screws fail, it’s worth just
changing the screws at the 100 hour inspection. (Photo: Stuart Garton)

Though I was applauding the peace and
quiet of this morning earlier, peace and quiet
isn’t always good; you certainly don’t want to
hear blackbirds whilst flying a circuit. If it all
goes quiet ‘up front’ you’ve probably got a bit
of a problem to solve.

KOLB TWINSTAR – ENGINE
FAILURE
JABIRU 2200

Although a straightforward engine failure
incident which leads to a successful forced
landing isn’t formally a reportable incident,
and you wouldn’t be expected to fill out an
Air Accident Investigation Branch report
form, it doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t let
us know here at LAA Engineering HQ when
it happens. For one thing, there’s always
a reason for a failure and, just because a
failure doesn’t lead to airframe damage,
often because of a high level of pilot
›

Above is a picture of the stationary
part of the alternator (the stator) and its
mounting. You can see that the stator
attachment bolts have failed on this
example of parts sent in by Jabiru owner
Stuart Spencer. Incidentally, this alternator
failure occurred on the ground. I wouldn’t
think twice about changing these screws
whenever access for other checks is
required. (Photo: Malcolm McBride)
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In the above picture the flywheel has been removed; note that between the crankshaft and
the flywheel there’s the main accessory drove cog. The lower larger cog is the 2:1 drive for
the camshaft and the lower smaller cog drives the left and right distributors.
(Photo: Gary Cotterell)

skill, it doesn’t mean it couldn’t have done so
and, probably more importantly, if there’s no
report lessons learnt by one that cannot be
shared with the many.
Naturally, it’s just human nature to brush
our embarrassing faux pas under the carpet
and, well, if you got away with it who cares
that you might have forgotten to turn the
fuel on or didn’t tighten up a sparking plug
properly? I’m guilty of both these errors
incidentally; I know, I know, poacher turned
gamekeeper. Excuses aside, in the first
case the fuel cock was in a stupid place
and, because I never turned the fuel off on
this particular machine, I’d got into the habit
of not checking. It all went wrong, perhaps
inevitably, when some kind obsessive/
compulsive decided to turn the fuel tap to off
without telling me! Operational lessons learnt
(and now shared) and technical lessons
learnt (and now incorporated in design
rules). The sparking plug story will have to
wait, the memory’s still just too painful!
So, well done to Lincolnshire LAA’er, Stuart
Garton for letting us know about an engine
failure he suffered recently, he did a good job
of getting his Kolb Twinstar back on the ground
and he’d certainly not dropped any clangers,
but lessons have been learnt and some
changes to maintenance-check requirements
on the Jabiru engine are in the process of
being made which should, hopefully, prevent
another pilot suffering an unexpected sound of
silence, firewall forward. Here’s Stuart’s report:
Hi Malcolm,
I hope you are keeping well. I thought I would
just drop you a quick note to let you know
about an incident with my Jabiru-powered Kolb
last week whilst enjoying an evening bimble
that you may be interested in for your records.
I had been flying locally for around an
hour and had, perhaps ironically, included
a practice forced landing in the flight just to
keep my hand in.
I had returned to my home airfield,
Breighton, North Yorkshire and flew a couple
of circuits in different configurations for a bit
of fun. On my forth and planned final circuit
it all went very quiet whilst on left base for

There have been a number of design iterations of the Jabiru Flywheel, this picture shows
the latest one, affectionately known as the ‘starfish’ type. Note that the body of the flywheel
is aluminium, which supports the steel starter ring gear. The steel inner, the starfish, has
similar expansion properties to the accessory drive cog and the crank itself and has stopped
the problem of attachment screw loosening that plagued earlier designs. It also helps to
spread the torsional load over the body of the flywheel itself. (Photo: Gary Cotterell)

A cutaway drawing of a more conventional heated pitot, notice that in this example the
forward lower hole is used as a drain. (Photo: AC 43)

The very neat Dynon heated pitot tube.
Note that the hole at the front measures
pitot pressure and primarily drives the
ASI. The smaller hole, below on the angled
face, also measures pitot but as it’s on the
angle less pressure is recorded. Dynon
uses this difference function to calculate an
approximate angle of attack, which can be
useful on some machines as a driver for a
stall warning system.
(Photo: web)
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29. Due to various ground obstacles there
was only one field option so I didn’t have to
waste time choosing! A closer inspection of
the surface whilst rounding-out caused a little
alarm when I realised it had been planted
with coppice trees, now harvested off at 6-8
inches, leaving neat rows of trees stumps!
However, we all have to have some good
fortune in life, and the main wheel track on the
Kolb nicely straddled two rows of stumps with
the tail wheel running between the rows. The
only damage to the airframe appears to be some
cracked fibreglass on the starboard wheel spat.
The engine stopped instantly with no
vibration or warning, from a low power setting.
Upon initial inspection it appears the six
5/16in cap screws holding the flywheel to
the crank have all sheared. This is a problem
known to Jabiru and is covered with a service
bulletin, JSB 012-2, which amongst other
things requires these bolts to be inspected
every 200 hours. My engine (S/No22A2874)
has 196.5 hours on the Hobbs meter. Jabiru
seems to blame a problem at the other end of
the engine for the failure of these bolts. At this
stage I can confirm that the prop was correctly
torqued and running true with no movement or
fretting on the dowels and the prop flange cap
screws are all still in place, lock wired and
appear tight. (I haven’t snipped the lock wire
to check the torque yet).
I have just done a quick count-up of Kolb
Twinstar microlight aircraft on our books; for
interest, we’ve got 15 of the listed 38 aircraft
flying with full Permits and three projects
still under construction. You can see from
the photographs on page 50 that the Kolb is
a pretty slick design, and as well as being
a good looker it benefits from full folding
wings making it a very cost effective way
of achieving airtime. According to the UK
agent, Mike Moulai of Silver Fern Microlights,
this machine easily cruises at 75kt… not
bad when you consider the very short-field
performance expected of an aircraft with a
very low wing loading; the book figure for
take-off run is only 61m.
The aircraft itself has a very good
pedigree. Homer Kolb, the founder of the
company that still builds this machine
as a special order, was one of the very
early pioneers of microlight flying. His first
airworthy machine flew in 1970. This twoseater, side-by-side machine has the option
of being powered by either the Rotax 912
or the Jabiru 2200 and it’s a mechanical
issue that’s been worrying Jabiru engineers
for some time that sits at the root of Stuart’s
engine failure; after he had pushed the
aircraft back to the hangar it was clear
what the problem was – the flywheel had
detached itself from the crankshaft. Further
investigation showed that all six flywheel
attachment bolts had failed.
The flywheel on the Jabiru engine serves
as an attachment for the ‘Hall Effect’ ignition
magnets and alternator rotor, so if the
flywheel becomes detached ignition timing
will be immediately compromised and the
engine will stop. It is very likely though that
the alternator coils and associated ignition
sensors will be damaged. There have been
a number of design changes through the life
of this engine relating to flywheel attachment;
the earliest engines (S. No. 001 – 436)
used 1/4in HT screws, but these were soon
replaced with 5/16in screws after a series of

This distributor cap was removed from LAA Inspector Colin Hales’ Jabiru engine because
he noticed that the cap felt loose. It shows that the centre electrode has been effectively
sealed inside the cap as the surrounding plastic has melted… the engine still ran ok but this
happy state wouldn’t have lasted much longer. The problem was identified as a difference in
the dimension from the original Bosch component and the pattern copy. 		
(Photo: Malcolm McBride)

Here’s a picture of the correct Bosch distributor cap as supplied (originally) by Jabiru; I’ve
included it to show what a centre carbon brush should look like! (Photo: Malcolm McBride)

“If the flywheel
becomes detached,
ignition timing will
be immediately
compromised and
the engine will stop”

early failures. Failures continued, even with
the substantially stronger screws, so dowels
were added in an attempt to spread the load.
As more service experience was gained
it became clear that part of the problem
was the choice of materials used in the
assembly of the flywheel and its attachments;
it should be remembered that, because
an aircraft engine uses the balance effect
of the propeller, a heavy flywheel is not
necessary. For this reason, the flywheel
was manufactured from aluminium but, for
strength reasons, the primary drive gear,
through which the flywheel is bolted, is steel.
It was considered therefore, that at least part
of the problem with these attachment bolts
was thermal expansion differences between ›
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the different materials in the assembly. With
this in mind, Jabiru completely redesigned the
flywheel assembly to ensure a steel-to-steel
attachment where it mattered (with the flywheel
itself still aluminium) and attached using what
Jabiru called a ‘starfish’ flywheel adaptor.
We’ve been following this story as it has
unfolded and, at least until Stuart’s failure, it
seems that this issue had been finally solved.
One thing that I think is becoming apparent,
as hours mount on this engine, is that Jabiru
engines, regardless of size, like to operate at
higher revs. Chatting to LAA Jabiru engine
experts, including inspectors Roger Lewis and
Gary Cotterell, I get the feeling that engines
with coarser propellers don’t last anything
like as long as those that are allowed to
rev. I checked Stuart’s last Permit renewal
form to see what sort of max RPM he was

achieving and found that his max static was
only 2,620RPM. When you consider that the
Jabiru is designed to run flat out at 3,300RPM
you can see that this is a lot lower than the
maximum permitted and a fair bit lower than
the minimum recommended maximum of
2,800RPM. Anecdotally, we know that other
Jabiru-powered microlight trainers, to get
through noise certification, are often operating
below 2,400RPM which, as far as the engine is
concerned, is far too low for longevity!
Because of the failure history of these
screws, Jabiru wrote the Service Bulletin
which Stuart mentions, JSB-12-2, requiring
regular torque checks on these screws
but, because these screws are loctited in,
engineers tell me that this test doesn’t always
pick up a failed screw. It strikes me that by
the time you’ve gone to the effort of gaining

Barry Plumb’s self designed and built Plumb BGP-1 Biplane. Originally powered by a VW,
this machine now uses the Jabiru 2200. On a trip to Abingdon airshow recently Barry lost
one side of his ignition system and when he checked, he found that a rotor arm had failed.
Further checks revealed that this rotor, whilst supplied through the UK agent, was a pattern
part and more importantly, not well-designed. (Photo: Library)

Barry’s failed pattern Rotor Arm; the conductor has come away from the body and the
resultant structural failure of the body occurred as the broken bits flailed around in the
distributor cap. There have been examples of other supplied rotor arms not fitting the drive
well, leading to premature failure of the part. (Photo: Barry Plumb)

access to these flywheel attachment screws
to accomplish the 200 hour check required
by the Jabiru Service Bulletin, you might as
well just change the screws. Also, because
Stuart’s engine failed just before the 200
hour check, it might be worth considering
shortening this check cycle. I will bring this
up at our next Airworthiness Review group
meeting… after all, a thorough check of all
ignition components is necessary at each
100 hour check so, by the time you’ve done
that job properly, you’ll be over half-way there
and might as well change the screws too.

DYNON HEATED AOA/
PITOT PROBE
MANUFACTURER’S WARNING

Whenever we hear that a manufacturer of
a component that’s used by members on
their aircraft puts out a Service Bulletin,
we try hard to promulgate this information
as widely as possible. Our continuing
airworthiness strategy, in this respect, is fairly
straightforward. When we hear that there’s
been an issue which has led to a problem
for someone, we try to evaluate the issue
on three distinct levels. Level one could be
described as the particular issue itself; often
this is specific to type or even individual
models within a type. We often accomplish
this by writing to owners who might be
affected, informing them that there’s been an
issue, asking them to carry out checks and,
with the knowledge that shop-floor facts are
often the most accurate, asking owners for
their comments and suggestions.
Level two spreads the word more widely and
may include the publication of an Airworthiness
Alert or if we’re very worried about an issue, an
Airworthiness Information Leaflet. Level three?
Well, you’re reading it! One of the objectives of
Safety Spot is to extract from a specific issue
or problem the salient facts and promote the
rather more general lessons that can be learnt by
aviators; regular readers will appreciate that most
incidents have a number of coincident features.
This particular issue, affecting a heated
pitot head, is shrouded in mystery though
it seems to be that it rather emphasises the
general rule (especially important in aviation)
that one should always test for and expect
the unexpected. This law of unexpected
consequences, as it is often described,
seems to always come into play when trying to
change something for the better! In this case,
offering a heated pitot probably seemed like
an obvious improvement to safety but after
a number of reports of heated pitot systems
becoming blocked, leading to incorrect
ASI readings, Dynon has issued a Bulletin
suggesting that it’s better to operate a heated
system as if it were an unheated one… as I
read it, this means turn the heater off.
I’m sure that you would agree that, in
the VFR environment especially, the ASI is
a primary reference; certainly I’ve heard
some tales of woe caused by the loss of this
instrument. In an LAA aircraft the pitot/static
system should be as simple as possible
because when all the clever stuff starts falling
to bits, if the ASI still works you’ll most likely
still be able to get your aircraft back on the
ground safely.
LAA Airworthiness Alerts can be found on the
LAA website. Look in the Engineering section.
And if you have encountered problems with the
Dynon heated AOA/Pitot tube please let us know
about them.
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JABIRU 2200 ENGINE
PATTERN PART ALERT –
DISTRIBUTER CAPS

I received a telephone call from Shenningtonbased LAA Inspector Colin Hales asking me
whether I’d be in the office later because he’d
like to pop in to show me something he’d come
across. This sounded intriguing and, of course,
I said yes. When he arrived Colin led me to the
car par and opened the boot of his car, which
contained a complete Jabiru 2200 engine.
“Take a look at that distributor cap and tell me
what you see.” I dutifully lifted the cap from the
distributor and took a closer look… you can see
by looking at the pictures on the previous page
where the problem is with this part but, for the
life of me, I couldn’t see what had caused the
problem. With a very close inspection I noticed
that there were subtle differences between the
left and right distributor caps and herein lay the
first clue.
Colin explained that he’d recently bought
the new distributor cap from the UK’s Jabiru
agent, Skycraft, and the problem with the centre
carbon brush had shown up after only a few
hours. Colin spoke to Skycraft’s boss, LAA
Inspector Dave Almey, who explained that he
sells only part-numbered parts to customers
and these are supplied by Jabiru in Australia; he
continued to explain that it’s not Skycraft’s policy
to source alternative parts. After a bit of digging
it seems like Jabiru, because of availability
difficulties, has been sending Dave pattern
alternatives to the original Bosch parts, so the
weird thing is that these parts have a factory
seal of approval. Anecdotally, some of these
parts have been sourced in China and, whilst at
first look appear to be a very close copy, they
do have significant differences.
Firstly, dimensionally; the pattern type
distributor cap clearly doesn’t fit the distributor

as well as the Bosch original and, measuring the
distance between the cap’s edge and the brush,
the distance is shorter on the pattern part than
the original. Ideally, of course, this spring-loaded
centre brush should be resting on the rotor arm’s
centre electrode roughly halfway through its
range (remember the centre brush is springloaded). In the case of Colin’s example, because
of the shorter measurement, it was hard up
against the plastic, hence the failure.
The second issue, and this one has become
apparent through further research, is that the
material spec is very different (and variable)
in some of these pattern parts. The original
Bosch part is made from a high-quality plastic
that allows some material compression when
attached by the screw-type clamps; this means
a secure ‘fit’ can be obtained. A pattern example
that I’ve recently seen appears to have been
made from a material similar to Bakelite which,
as some of the older members will remember,
is a much stiffer material which offers no give.
Owners have reported that it’s impossible to get
these caps to fit snugly.
What appears to have happened with these
distributor caps is that Jabiru has sourced these
parts from various manufacturers but hasn’t
checked that they are exactly the same as the
originals. In some cases, small differences can
be tolerated, for example the colour of the item
or minor differences in shape, but when it comes
to material or critical size, if a pattern part is not
the same as the original you must discuss the
change with LAA Engineering as a mod may be
required before fitment.

JABIRU 2200 ENGINE
PATTERN PART ALERT –
ROTOR ARMS

No sooner had I collated the information for the
airworthiness file on the previously discussed
distributor caps, thinking that issuing an alert

about the dodgy parts would probably be in
order, I received a telephone call from LAA’er
Barry Plumb. Barry exclaimed, “I had a bit of a
close one in my Plumb biplane at the weekend,
do you want to hear about it?” Of course I did!
Many of you will know Barry; not only is he the
designer and builder of his own design aircraft,
the Plumb BGP-1 (a rather small band of men
as you will imagine), he is also, as I’ve found
out on many occasions, rather an expert on the
developmental history of aircraft piston engines…
he’s a great companion at aircraft museums!
Barry finished his BGP-1 in 1988 and has
flown over 900 hours in her since she first took
to the skies. Originally the aircraft was powered
by an 1800cc Volkswagen conversion but in
1997 Barry modified the aircraft and was one of
the very first UK customers for the Jabiru 2200
flat-four, and the aircraft has been powered by
this unit for the last 400 hours or so. It’s a powerunit of which, as you will imagine from my earlier
comment, Barry has a rather intimate knowledge!
After we’d chatted on the telephone, I asked
Barry to put the pertinent facts down on paper.
Here’s his brief report:
Hi Malcolm,
I just wish to drop you a line to inform you of a
couple of problems experienced with my Jabiru
2200 engine recently. When returning from a
short local flight I carried out the usual dead cut
check, and found to my dismay that the right
ignition system was totally dead. Investigation
revealed that this was the right side coil which
had become temperature sensitive. I therefore
ordered two new coils from the UK Jabiru agent
and fitted them to the engine. At the same time
I added a couple of short cooling tubes from
the rear of the cooling plenums. Whilst making
these repairs I also ordered two new rotor arms
from the UK agent, as I know these can be
troublesome by coming loose.
›

The standard Jabiru (Bosch) part is on the left and the dodgy copy is on the right; what appears to be failing first is the attaching rivet/screw.
The LAA will be publishing an AIL warning owners not to use these poorly designed items. (Photo: Gary Cotterell)
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LAA Inspector Matt Pettit
sent us this picture of an
unusual find. He explains,
“The attached was found
inside the No. 4 cylinder of
a full C of A Super Cub. The
aircraft came in for annual
and upon inspection not
only was a screwdriver
found in between the
engine baffles but the
exhaust was very loose,
and had been for some time
if the amount of staining
was any indicator. The
loose exhaust had burnt the
exhaust mounting seat to
such an extent that they all
needed re-machining to get
the gaskets to seal properly.
Upon removing the cylinder
for that machining work the
attached was found.
(Photo: Matt Pettit)

About two flight hours later (having arrived at
Abingdon for an airshow) I discovered that once
again the right ignition system was totally dead.
This time, with the very kind assistance of other
LAA members, I found that the new right rotor
arm had broken up and, in doing so, had broken
the distributor cap. Fortunately my new-found
friends had enough spare parts to get me flying
again. My grateful thanks to them for their help.
The failed rotor arm is of a different design
and material than the original supplied with the
engine. I have now obtained two further rotor
arms from an alternative source. The photos I
sent will be of use I am sure.
Kind Regards, Barry Plumb.
Barry sent a few photographs of the incorrect
rotor arm which I’ve reproduced here; not only
are these copy rotor arms different in terms of
the material used, they’re also quite different
dimensionally. I’ve spoken to LAA inspector
and Jabiru engine expert Gary Cotterell and he
explains, “I’ve started seeing these rotor arms
fitted to Jabiru engines and advise owners to
change them for the correct part before further
flight. Firstly, the attachment method for the
conductor is different on the unacceptable
pattern, the attaching rivet comes loose after
no time at all. Also, there’s a wide size variation;
some are loose and sloppy and others are very
tight on the drive. Neither of these situations
is acceptable as they lead to cracking of the
rotor arm within a few hours and premature
failure.”
If you are operating a Jabiru engine and you
have recently changed either the distributor
caps or the rotor arms, it would be sensible to
check that these items are fit for purpose. Both
the ignition system issues discussed in this
Safety Spot were discovered by system checks
on the ground. Bird-song is great but you don’t
want to be hearing it whilst flying a powered
aircraft… a hang-glider, well there’s a thought,
it’s certainly a lovely afternoon. Fair Winds. ■

LAA Inspector Rex Ford sent us this picture
of a pair of side cutters he found whilst
rebuilding a Percival Q-6 tailplane. Rex
comments that a log book check revealed
that the last major work done in this area
was in the 1980s. He also commented
that he did gain a good quality set of side
cutters… (Photo: Rex Ford)

LAA engineering scale of charges – PLEASE NOTE NEW PERMIT FEES HAVE APPLIED SINce MARCH 1 2014
LAA Project Registration
Kit Built Aircraft
Plans Built Aircraft

Issue of a Permit to Test Fly
Non-LAA approved design only

Initial Permit issue

Up to 390kg
391 - 499kg
500kg and above
Three seats and above

Permit renewal

Up to 390kg
391 - 499kg
500kg and above
Three seats and above

Modification application
Prototype modification

£300
£50
£40
£320
£425
£565
£630
£115
£155
£210
£230
£45

Repeat modification

£22.50

Transfer

(from CofA to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 499kg
500 kg and above
Three seats and above

Four-seat aircraft

Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee
Project registration royalty

Category change

Group A to microlight
Microlight to Group A

Change of G-Registration fee

Issue of Permit Documents following G-Reg change

Replacement Documents

Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document)
Latest SPARS - No.15 April 2009

£135
£250
£350
£2,000
£50
£135
£135
£45
£20
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